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The Rede Partners Covid-19 Pulse Check is a new, regular, publication aggregating short term feedback from LPs on their
response to the unfolding Coronavirus crisis. Future editions will monitor changes to LPs’ responses over time, providing a
visual guide to developments in market sentiment through the period. This analysis is based off a series of questions
addressed in conversations with approximately 70 institutional investors from 16th – 22nd March, representing > €3.5 trillion in
AUM. Note that not all conversations addressed each question. Additional data on the respondents by LP type and geography
is depicted below.

KEY FINDINGS FOR ISSUE ONE

 Across the week we saw a growing consensus amongst institutional investors that economic effects of the Coronavirus 
pandemic would not be limited to specific geographies or sectors, with deep systemic impact across the global 
economy expected

 That said, at this point, 73% of LPs are committed to staying the course in the near term, either operating as 
“business as usual” (44%) or at least continuing with current processes and reups (29%). Others will be pausing or 
significantly reducing new commitments for the time being. We see no discernable difference in actions between 
geography or LP type

 While most LPs expect a stalling in distributions for 2020, approximately 56% of respondents are already seeing 
increased near-term capital call activity as GPs draw on their credit lines or seek to inject cash to protect portfolio 
companies – creating a potential liquidity crunch for LPs in the near term. The data appears to indicate North American 
LPs are seeing this more. Some LPs expressed a desire for greater GP transparency around capital call planning and the 
purposes of each call. Most respondents felt that these capital calls would continue to rise or remain stable vs. last year for 
the remainder of 2020

 While only 5% of LPs said that they will be taking advantage of dislocations in the near term, several others 
indicated that, unsurprisingly, they will likely gravitate towards more defensive or counter-cyclical strategies, 
such as distressed/turnaround and sector specialized strategies. From a sector standpoint, we observed the most 
interest in healthcare and technology

 The data also indicates a preference for established, long-standing GPs versus emerging GPs. LPs cited a 
tightening up in IC processes and emphasis on investment teams’ performance through cycles. Our expectation is that this 
will come, however, with enhanced scrutiny of the prior funds’ existing portfolio assets

 Respondents have indicated concern over the deployment of fresh capital into assets at “pre-COVID-19” pricing. 
This includes secondaries, with investors waiting for a re-pricing to ensue – at which point we expect to see a pickup in the 
secondary market. We also observed increased caution around immediate co-invest opportunities and certain 
sectors such as consumer, retail, hospitality and geographies such as Southern Europe

BREAKDOWN OF LIMITED PARTNERS SURVEYED
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COVID-19: Question Analysis

Q2: WHAT ARE YOUR CURRENT EXPECTATIONS FOR 
DISTRIBUTIONS IN 2020?

Q1: HOW HAVE YOUR INVESTMENT PROCESS AND ALLOCATION 
PLANS BEEN IMPACTED BY RECENT EVENTS?

Q3: ARE YOU SEEING INCREASED NEAR-TERM CAPITAL CALL 
ACTIVITY?

Q4: WHAT ARE YOUR CURRENT EXPECTATIONS FOR CAPITAL 
CALLS IN 2020?
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44% Business as usual

29% Will close on late stage commitments, and still proceed with re-ups

14% Will close on late stage commitments, that is it

8% Program is completely on hold

5% Anticipate an increase in activity because of dislocation

61% Expect very limited distributions for 2020

32% Expect a moderate amount of distributions for 2020

7% Expect run rate distributions for 2020

44% No

29% Yes, several calls

27% Yes, but a limited number of calls 

44% Expect above average capital calls for 2020

25% Expect run rate capital calls for 2020

22% Expect a moderate amount of capital calls for 2020

9% Expect very limited capital calls for 2020
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COVID-19: Question Analysis

Q6: ARE YOU CHANGING YOUR TARGET GP PROFILE FOR THE 
BALANCE OF 2020?

Q5: ARE THERE ANY INVESTMENT STRATEGIES THAT YOU WILL 
NOW GRAVITATE TOWARDS?

Q7: ARE THERE ANY SEGMENTS THAT YOU EXPECT TO SHY AWAY 
FROM GOING FORWARD?

Q8: IS THERE ANYTHING YOU ARE LOOKING TO TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF IN THE GP-LED TRANSACTIONS MARKET?
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35% Allocation targets within private book will remain the same

35% Distressed/turn around/special situations

24% Sector strategies

3% Long only or long/short public markets

3% Other

47% Same as before

46% Established, long-standing GPs

7% Emerging GPs

37% Co-invest

31% Certain other strategies

23% Secondaries

9% Aged primaries

90% Secondary mispricing

10% Fund restructurings
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER

ADDRESSEE ONLY: This document (the “Document”) is issued by Rede Partners LLP (“Rede”) and provided to you on a confidential basis. This
Document is proprietary to Rede and is for the confidential use of only those persons to whom it is transmitted (and is not to be reproduced, distributed
or used for any other purposes). Each recipient of this Document, by accepting delivery of this Document, is deemed to have agreed not to reproduce,
distribute or use information contained within this Document or otherwise disclose any of its contents without the prior written consent of Rede.

ACCURACY: The information in this Document has not been audited or verified by any third party and is subject to change at any time, without notice.
It is not intended to amount to advice on which you should rely. Neither Rede, its affiliates nor any of their respective directors, officers, employees,
partners, shareholders or agents (each, a “Rede Party”) accept any responsibility for, nor make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as
to the truth, accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this Document. Certain information contained herein is based on or obtained or
derived from third parties which may vary over time (“Third Party Information”). While such sources are believed to be reliable, no Rede Party assumes
any responsibility for the accuracy of any Third-Party Information. No Rede Party shall have any liability or responsibility arising from any use of or
reliance placed on the content of this Document to any recipient of this presentation or any other person. Unless otherwise specified herein, this
Document speaks as of the date set forth on the cover. The delivery of this Document shall not, under any circumstances, create any implication that
the information contained herein is correct as of any time after that date.

Copyright © 2020 Rede Partners LLP. All rights reserved.
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